
EQUI-ED/SRJC THERAPEUTIC RIDING PROGRAM 
PROSPECTIVE PROGRAM HORSE PROFILE 

Date form completed: ____________ 

 

OWNER'S NAME:________________________________________ PHONE #'s________________________ 

 

ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________email: _________________ 

Horses name:________________________________________   Age:________  Sex:  Mare  Gelding  Stallion  

Breed: ________________________________________________  Registration papers?   yes      no 

Height:___________    Weight: ____________    Color and markings:________________________________ 

•How and why did you obtain this horse and how long have you owned him/her? 

 

 

 

•Why are you considering another use/placement for him at this time? 

 

 

 

•Veterinarians who have knowledge of horse: ____________________________________________________ 

 

•Has horse been pastured with other horses? YES  NO 

 

•Herd Personality:____Dominate _____Normal    _____Passive 

    

•Overall Temperament: 

  

 

•Is the horse comfortable being in a stall?  YES   NO  

     

•Describe horses tolerance to and specific behavior during:   

 •Grooming, including clipping, bathing: 

 

•Tacking: 

 

 •Blanketing: 

 

•Ties:(any incidents of pulling back, flipping over) 

 

•Trailering: Does horse load easily?_______When were they last trailered? ___________  

Describe any difficulties associated with loading or trailering: 

 



 

•Have they hauled in 2 horse straight load _____ ramp____ stock _____ 

  

• If a gelding, do they need to be tranquilized for sheath cleaning? 

 

• If a mare, describe her “in-heat” behavior 

 

•Does the horse: 

•stop on command when being led?_______                   •lead quietly and easily?_______ 

•back and sidestep on command?________                     •respect handlers space?_______  

•respond to voice commands? (whoa, walk, trot, canter, back) 

 •respond compliantly to commands? (willing)  _____yes   _____no 

 •accept arena environment?       outdoor____      covered______      enclosed_____   

 _____lunge        _____long line        _____drive 

 •have a reining preference?  ____neck         _____2(direct) rein 

 

•Has the horse ever bucked or kicked anyone? 

  

•Has the horse ever been exposed to cows, sheep ,any other farm, domestic or exotic animals?           Reaction: 

 

 

•Describe the horses' attitude/behavior in outdoors (trail rides), new environments, and at horse shows: 

 

 

•What type of things does he/she spook at?  Describe this reaction: 

 

  

•Does the horse have any vices?(cribbing, biting, wood chewing, weaving etc.): 

 

 

•Briefly explain the frequency and types of use that this animal was put to: (dressage, reining, trail riding, 

hunter/jumper, pleasure horse, vaulting, parades, driving, etc) 

 

 

 

•When was the horse last ridden?  

 

•What type of tack ridden in: Bareback?….Type(s) of saddle(s)….. type(s) of bit(s)….Sidepull?…Hackamore?  

  

 

•Describe types of training to which the horse has been exposed. 

 

 



•Describe any traumatic or abusive situations the horse has experienced to your knowledge. 

 

 

•Describe the horses present and past health condition? List any past disease or inherent weaknesses which 

would make the animal susceptible to disease/injury. Include any impairments of wind, limb, sight, skin, 

surgeries, accidents, etc. Use back  of this form or extra page to complete this section.     

 

•Any incidents of colic?  YES_____  NO______ 

 

• Any incidents of choke? YES_____  NO______ 

 

•Any incidents of lameness?  YES______  NO______ 

 

•INCLUDE: Date(s) of occurance of health problems, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis: 

 

  

•Does the horse have clear vision out of both eyes?  

 

•What condition are their teeth in, date of last dental exam:     Was it a mechanical, full mouth speculum exam? 

 

•DATE and BRAND of last worming: 

 

•Date of last vaccinations: ______ Flu  _______Rhino  ________WEE/EEE  ________Rabies 

 

   ______Tetanus    _________West Nile  ____other  ______________________________ 

 

•What are the horses shoeing manners? 

 

•Date of last shoeing:  

 

•Is the horse/pony presently or have they ever been under a corrective shoeing program? If yes, please describe. 

 

 

 

•Describe the type and amount of feed presently used? Include any supplements/grain etc. 

 

 

 

•Any other comments, related to your knowledge of this horse, that will help us to better understand him/her 

would be greatly appreciated: 

 

 

 

 

•Name of person completing this form: _____________________________________ 

 

                                 Thank-you for your time in completing this questionnaire. 

            Please return to EQUI-ED email: equiedinc@aol.com 
                                        1535 Farmer’s Lane #217 Santa Rosa, Ca. 95405        



DONATING A HORSE TO A THERAPEUTIC RIDING PROGRAM 

By Maxine Freitas, Equine Science Instructor, Santa Rosa Junior College 

 

At some point in the life of your relationship with your horse you may be faced with a very difficult decision. 
Perhaps you bought the horse for a child who has since lost interest, or whose skills have advanced beyond that of the 
horse. Maybe the horse, due to age or minor injury, can no longer endure the rigors of the type of riding that interests you. 
Or, you realize that the cost of maintaining this horse is no longer within your means.  You’re apprehensive about running 
an advertisement in the newspaper, and you do not want him/her to end up at the auction yard. Because you feel that he 
is not ready for retirement, you’d like to see him live out his life in a situation where they will be used for consistent light 
work and receive good care. You’ve heard of therapeutic riding programs. Perhaps the perfect solution is to find one and 
donate him to the program. 

 
It is true that horses involved in therapeutic riding programs tend to get lots of love, attention and light to moderate 

work on a regular basis. However, even the most “bomb-proof” horse that every kid in the neighborhood has jumped on 
bareback and ridden may not be appropriate for use in a therapeutic riding program.  This fact is not to be construed as a 
negative reflection on the horse or their owner. Just as people have individual preferences for the types of careers or 
leisure interests they pursue, horses express definite opinions as to their likes and dislikes as well. 

 
A program horse requires a personality that can tolerate being surrounded by up to 5 people (an instructor, horse 

handler, sidewalkers and possibly others), this closeness runs counter to a horses natural instincts, and one might be 
disturbed by having their space so invaded.  They must be able to stand quietly and squarely for long periods of time, to 
move off from a mounting block or ramp slowly and methodically, be able to lower their heads as a rider brings their leg 
over their neck and not be disturbed by various positions of the rider such as riding backwards. They must be able to bear 
the weight of adults as well as children. They need to accept unbalanced, uncontrollable, and unpredictable movements 
from a rider, screams of exhilaration or fear, balls, water, streamers, hula hoops, rings on the ears and bells on their tails!  
They should display an awareness of the stimuli they encounter, but not exhibit excessive nervousness or shying. Size 
can also be a critical factor in a horses suitability, generally 13-15 hands is ideal. Headset can also be a factor. Breed, on 
the other hand, is not a determining factor, many programs incorporate Arabians, Lippizans, minis, Drafts/draft crosses, 
gaited breeds and a well trained/behaved pony is often highly desirable.  Excluding stallions, mares are used as much in 
programs as are geldings. Horses under 7 years of age are usually considered too young and immature for use. For a 
horse over 18 to be considered it should be in exceptional physical condition with other factors that would justify taking on 
an aged horse. 

. 
Words one might use as a guide for therapeutic riding horse selection would include: accepting, trustworthy, 

predictable, focused, willing, well-balanced, pain-free and forward moving through all gaits: walk, trot and canter on 
varied surfaces and terrains. 

 
In a typical scenario the program instructor(s) will come and do an initial assessment. They may ask the owner to 

ride the horse and they may also wish to ride. They may assess its reaction to a varied selection of stimuli.  They will look 
at its overall conformation to meet the needs of the riders and the programs activities.  One thing is critical-a therapeutic 
riding program cannot afford to use impaired horses. A blind, significantly and/or permanently lame, or those requiring 
expensive corrective shoeing or supplementation are not typically accepted. 

 
Horses that are to be considered for the riding program will come into it on a conditional basis or for a trial period.  

During this phase there will be an on-going assessment of its conformation, movement qualities, temperament, tolerance 
to increasing levels of stress, and its ability to adapt to new demands i.e. wheelchair transfers from a ramp. The program 
may ask the owner to fill out a questionnaire about the horses past history in terms of training, past uses, illnesses, 
injuries, feeding, health, shoeing schedules and general behavior. Horses must come in on trial with evidence that they 
are up to date on vaccinations, worming, dental exam/work, and shoeing or trimming. Before the final decision is made a 
vet check will usually be performed. 

 
Most therapeutic riding programs are non-profit organizations which make donations of gifts including horses 

possible.  However, many of them also operate on extremely limited budgets. In light of this, situations where the owner 
retains an interest in the horse, but lets the program use and provide most of its care while it is involved in the program, 
can be a very mutually beneficial arrangement.  

  
Many options exist, and it is best to explore them with the individual program. If you think that you may have a 

horse which meets the criteria, contact a local program or call PATH, Intl at 1-800-369-RIDE or www.pathintl.org for the 
location of a program in your area. 
 



A horse selected for use in a therapeutic equestrian program is a truly unique and admirable creature whose gift 
of freedom, gentleness and unconditional love is unmatched. We are indebted to them for the enormous joy, 
companionship, and independence they provide to all therapeutic riding program participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


